Ministry of Fisheries explains Esau's pilchard quota decision
16 Feb 2017 10:20am
WINDHOEK, 16 FEB (NAMPA)  The Permanent Secretary of Fisheries and Marine Resources, Moses
Maurihungirire, on Wednesday responded to allegations of the ministry proceeding with the allocation of
pilchard fishing quotas, despite a depleting biomass.
The Namibian newspaper on Friday reported that Minister of Fisheries and Marine Resources, Bernhard
Esau is apparently pushing ahead with the allocation of pilchard quotas, despite the species being declared
depleted and in danger of extinction from Namibian waters.
According to the article, Esau has ignored advice from scientists and his officials, allegations the minister has
denied.
Maurihungirire told a media briefing the article implies the minister seeks to personalise the decisionmaking
process on the total allowable catch (TAC) for fisheries, when Esau is in fact concerned about the current
status of Namibias pilchard industry.
Pilchard fisheries has suffered unsustainable harvesting in the past, which resulted in a drop in catches from
over one million metric tonnes (MT) in 1968 to 14 000 MT in 2017, said the PS.
He said pilchard stocks are mainly affected by fishing pressure, environmental changes such as sea surface
temperatures that affect production of food for pilchards, and predation of pilchards by seals, sea birds and
other predators.
Maurihungirire said that if the pilchard industry collapses, it will directly affect 600 workers in the industry with
a ripple effect of an estimated 3 000 people affected, hence the decision to allocate quotas.
Nampa last week reported that the supply of pilchard fish in the local market is expected to remain steady,
even though catches reduced over the past two years.
Confirming the sustainability, Managing Director of Etosha Fishing Corporation at Walvis Bay, Pieter Greeff
told this agency the pilchard biomass is not enough to allow a bigger quota but they have been relying on a
Moroccan source via South Africa.
He said the business took a difficult turn since 2015 when they caught 23 000 MT of the 25 000 MT quota for that year.
It got even worse last year when their quota was reduced from 25 000MT to 14 000MT, of which they only caught 3 400MT.
Greef also said that due to storms at sea, it has become difficult to catch the pilchards that are also moving deeper into the ocean due to various changes in the
environment.
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